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1. Experiment and Data Details
Settings: We compare our proposed method with several

state-of-the-art methods on 4 VideoQA datasets: Causal-
VidQA [4] which features scene description, evidence rea-
soning, and commonsense reasoning questions with multi-
ple choice Question-Answer setting. The questions are
categorized into 4 categories: 1) Descriptive, 2) Explana-
tory, 3) Predictive, and 4) Counterfactual. The ”predictive”
and ”counterfactual” questions are the most challenging be-
cause the model should output the correct reason along with
the correct answer. It is based on the Kinetics-700 action
recognition dataset, including 666 action categories. It con-
tains 26,900 videos which are split into train, validation,
and test set having 18,776, 2,695, and 5,429 videos, respec-
tively. NExT-QA [6] which is another causal VideoQA
dataset, contains causal, and temporal interactions among
multiple objects. It consists of approximately 47,700 man-
ually annotated questions in the multiple-choice Question-
Answer setting. Aside from causal-based datasets, we
present results on a common VideoQA dataset namely,
MSVD-QA [9]. It mainly focuses on the descriptive ques-
tion types with a total of 50,000 Question-Answer pairs
with open-ended answer settings having a vocabulary of
over 1,600 words. AGQA-2.0 [2] is based on Action
Genome Question Answering dataset, and provides diverse
question types such as Reasoning, Semantic and Structure
type questions with a total of 2.27 million QA pairs.

Implementation details: We follow the previous works
and compute appearance features with pre-trained ResNet-
101 [3] and for object features, we use pre-trained Faster-
RCNN [1] with ResNet-50 backbone [5]. Further, we uni-
formly sample each video into 8 clips with 4 frames each.
Within each frame, we pick 5 object regions with top scores
and extract their features. The frame features have a di-
mension of 2048, whereas the object features have a dimen-
sion of 1024 for Causal-VidQA and MSVD-QA For other
datasets, the dimension of object features is 2048. Along-
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side object features, we also use the coordinates of the re-
gions to find the same objects in different frames following
the work of [8]. Similar to [6], we use a pre-trained BERT
model to obtain text representation having the dimension of
768. The dimension in our proposed models is set to 512
and the number of layers for the node transformer, edge
transformer, and global transformer is set to 3. The num-
ber of heads for the node transformer and global transfer is
set to 8, and for the edge transformer, it is set to 5 to match
the number of object regions. We set the batch size to 64
and the max epochs to 30.

1.1. Graph Representation

We use a graph representation for modeling the video,
following [8]. Object features O are encoded using convo-
lution layers and fed to the Node Transformer NT(·) to get
self-attended object nodes Ô. These nodes are forwarded to
the graph builder Γ(·) to obtain relation matrix R. The rela-
tion matrices are fed into the edge transformer ET(·) to rea-
son about inter-object relations. The self-attended relation
matrix and object nodes are fed to the graph convolution
module GC(·) to generate spatial relations between object
nodes in a frame.

Ô = NT(EO(O)), R = ET(Γ(Ô))

G = GC(Ô, R)
(1)

1.2. Parallel Streams for Visual Features

Both the appearance features F and the object graph G
are parallelly fed into two Temporal Context Fusion Mod-
ules as shown in Figure 1. The outputs of two Temporal
Context Fusion Modules are TF,Q and TG,Q when fed with
appearance features and graphs respectively. These fused
features from separate streams have captured the frame-
level information from the object features, appearance fea-
tures, and question tokens. The outputs of the individual
fusion modules are concatenated along the token axis and
fed to a projection layer to aggregate the local context fea-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approach based on Multi-Modal Temporal Fusion (MMTF) module.

tures within a clip to obtain N tokens.

TC,Q = {Wg([Tgi,Q;Tfi,Q])}Ni=1 (2)

These fused features have captured the fine-grained (local)
temporal context from both the language and video. Now
to learn the coarse-grained (global) temporal context, these
features are fed to the global transformer GT(.) to obtain a
global context P .

1.3. Answer Prediction

We follow previous works [8, 7]. According to Equation
3, we adopt the mean pooling to generate a single represen-
tative video embedding vector.

v =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Pi, where P = GT(TC,Q) (3)

For multiple-choice tasks, we calculate the similarity be-
tween v and answer candidates A∗. As formulated in Equa-
tion 4, we use cross-entropy loss for the multiple answer
choices, where ⊙ denotes element-wise dot product.

L = −
|A∗|∑
i=1

y log(si), for si =
v ⊙A∗

i∑|A∗|
j=1 v ⊙A∗

j

(4)

However, in open-ended tasks such as MSVD-QA, we
leverage a dictionary as answer candidates. Therefore, the
same loss function is utilized for open-ended tasks. Namely,
A∗ consists of a set of candidate words.

2. Results Analysis
2.1. Temporal Similarity with Answer

In this section, we present the analysis of the temporal
fusion module to verify its effectiveness in understanding

the temporal context of the question and the video. We for-
mulate this analysis such that if the proposed module learns
the temporal features effectively, then the correct answer
should have a higher similarity with the fused features at
that specific temporal region.

For computing the similarity between the answer embed-
ding and the temporally fused frame features we use the
cosine-similarity metric. In MMTF, a video’s frames are
split into multiple clips. The features corresponding to the
frames within a clip are aggregated after the temporal fusion
is performed. We used these aggregated fused features to
perform the similarity analysis with the answer. As the mo-
tivation for this analysis is to verify the ability of MMTF to
attend to the multi-modal temporal information, we choose
the temporal questions for this analysis.

As shown in Figure 2a, the question “which object
were they behind before standing up but after lying on a
bed?” is pinpointing towards a very specific temporal event.
Upon close inspection, it can be observed that the cosine-
similarity value is the highest for that specific moment (just
before standing). It is to be noted that the queried event con-
sists of a narrow range of frames yet MMTF is able to learn
the fused features which are relevant to the correct answer.

In Figure 2b, results are shown for another question with
the same video. This question refers to the overlap of two
events specifically i.e., “while putting a shoe”, and “what
object did the person close?”. The highest cosine-similarity
values are found at the exact location on the temporal axis
where the person is interacting with the shoes and closing
the laptop. Interestingly, the similarity score is the second
highest right before wearing shoes as the person starts mov-
ing while closing the laptop.

Finally, Figure 2c is taken from the most challenging
type of questions. These questions most require temporal



understanding, as they query about the sequence in which
certain events have occurred. In the given example, the
question text queries the sequence in which the person is
tidying the objects. It can be seen that the thing they stood
on is floor. If the video frames are observed, the person is
tidying the floor towards the end of the video and is tidying
the object they were behind at the beginning of the video.
As the question is about the sequence, the highest similarity
is found at the boundary of the two events, i.e., the exact
point in time, where the person shifts from one activity to
the other.

2.2. Qualitative Results

2.2.1 Causal-VidQA

Causal-VidQA features counterfactual and predictive ques-
tion types which are the foremost representative question
types for commonsense reasoning. Moreover, for a predic-
tion to be evaluated as correct, the model must predict the
right reason along with the answer prediction. Therefore,
this evaluation setting helps in better evaluation of a model’s
commonsensical question-answering ability.

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed MMTF over the previous state-of-the-art VGT on
two video samples. As can be seen in Figure 3, MMTF’s
strengths lie in the reasoning-based questions, whereas
VGT’s strength lies in the descriptive, or explanatory ques-
tions. In the first video’s predictive question, it can be seen
that VGT captured some atomic representations i.e., “[per-
son 3] is going to continue moving back and forth in com-
bination with hands”, but failed to recognize it as an action
class. It is further highlighted by wrong reason prediction
i.e., “[person 3] walked away”, which is irrelevant in the
given visual context. On the contrary, MMTF recognizes
the action of “moving hands” as “polishing shoes”. It is
further supported by the reason prediction that the model
understands that “holding the blacking brush” and a certain
hand movement represents the action “polishing shoes”.

As both methods use the same object graphs, and frame
features the predictive strengths can be associated with the
proposed temporal fusion module. MMTF utilizes both
fine-grained and coarse-grained temporal context fusion,
therefore it has superior performance on temporal context-
sensitive questions as compared to VGT (which only uses
coarse-grained fusion).

In the second video’s explanatory question “why is [per-
son 1] sitting on the [chair 1]?”, VGT predicts wrong an-
swer i.e., “[person 1] is playing with [chair 1]”. In our
understanding, this is due to VGT’s inability to find a fine-
grained relationship and therefore is prone to language bias
as the only answer choice with the word “chair” is A1.
Similarly, in the counterfactual question, it is also evident
that VGT misunderstood the scene and predicts “[person 1]
may not keep playing.”

In summary, the answer and reason predictions of the
proposed MMTF model are well-aligned whereas, VGT’s
answer and reasons do not depict proper alignment as in
some scenarios, the answer is correctly predicted but the
predicted reason has no relation with the question, and
video’s context and vice versa.

2.2.2 AGQA-2.0

In Figure 4, we present qualitative results for three differ-
ent question types from the AGQA-2.0 dataset. Each cat-
egory is further divided into subcategories. For example,
under the “reasoning” category, questions of the “object-
relationship” type require reasoning capabilities to assess
subject-object relationships. In the given example, the ques-
tion asks about a person’s relationship with an object. To
answer such a complex question, the model must be able
to recognize and temporally localize at least two actions
(“watching” and “holding”) and have object recognition ca-
pabilities to determine whether these interactions involve
one or two different objects. The “exists” category asks
about the existence of an interaction between a specific sub-
ject and object. In this case, although there is a laptop in
the video, there is no interaction between it and the person;
however, the model outputs an incorrect answer. It should
be noted that in many cases, the text of these questions can
be confusing and may contribute to lower overall results for
some question types such as those in the “semantic” cate-
gory.

In the category “structure”, the question under “query”
inquires about spatial information after a specific event has
occurred. However, it is ambiguous as the model’s predic-
tion seems accurate as well as the ground truth because
“bed” (prediction) and “laptop” are both on the side of
the person. The questions in the “choose” category pro-
vides choices to select. However, it is different from typical
multiple-choice question answering as the choices are part
of the question text. Finally, the “compare” category in-
quires about the sequence of two events which is challeng-
ing to answer.

2.2.3 MSVD-QA

Apart from commonsense Video Question Answering, we
evaluated the proposed method on MSVD-QA, which is
a conventional VideoQA dataset. The question-answer
pairs in this dataset are descriptive and explanatory types.
We present qualitative results on two video samples from
MSVD-QA in Figure 5 and compare it with the previous
state-of-the-art on VideoQA i.e., VGT [8]. In Figure 5a
it can be seen that the proposed method has the capabil-
ity to answer descriptive-type questions as well. Further,
we demonstrate the failure cases of our model in Figure 5b,
where the model outputs the wrong answer. However, it is



Question:Which object were they behind before standing up but after lying on a bed?
Answer: shoe

(a)

Question: While putting on a shoe, which object did the person close?
Answer: laptop

(b)

Question: Was the person tidying up the object they were behind first before or after tidying 
something on the thing they stood on?
Answer: before

(c)

Figure 2: Cosine similarity between answer embedding and temporally fused Question-Video features.

interesting to note that there is not enough information in
the video to identify the gender of the person.

2.3. Effect of Visual Features

Moreover, we performed experiments with the proposed
MMTF module while using different visual features i.e., ap-
pearance, object graphs, and motion features to demonstrate
the feature-agnostic properties of MMTF. For these experi-
ments, we use the NExT-QA dataset. Our method achieved

comparable results on all visual features which show the
generalization ability of MMTF. In our understanding, this
is due to the joint temporal context fusion as its main pur-
pose is to learn to represent text and vision features in a
combined space while focusing on the temporal context. As
this module learns to fuse very different modalities, it learns
to generalize well so different visual features are trivial as
compared to learning visual and text features. The results
in Table 1 demonstrate that the proposed fusion module is



Descriptive:
Q: Where is the [cup_1]?
A1: [cup_1] is before the [person_1].
A2: [person_1] is on [person_1] left side.
A3: [cup_1] is down the street behind [person_1].
A4: The [cup_1] is in front of [person_1].✓Our✓VGT

A5: The [person_1] is in the middle of skateboard room.

Predictive:
Q: What is [person_3] going to do?
A1: [person_3] is going to send her sincere congratulations.
A2: [person_3] is going to kiss her back.
A3: [person_3] is going to continue moving back and forth 

in combination with hands. ✓VGT

A4: [person_3] is going to polish the shoes. ✓Our

A5: [person_3] will continue to dance and move the hands.

R1: Because [person_3] will continue skating.
R2: [person_3] is going to eat the cake and his hands are dirty 

after touching [person_3].
R3: [person_3] is holding the blacking brush. ✓Our

R4: [person_3] walked away. ✓VGT

R5: [person_3] looks at the move of [person_3] very attentively

Counterfactual:
Q: What will happen if the chair which [person_3] is sitting is broken?
A1: [person_3] will ask [person_3].
A2: [person_3] would have to perform alone.
A3: [person_3] will be fallen. ✓Our ✓VGT

A4: They will enjoy the music.
A5: [person_3] would not have the fall.

R1: Because [person_3] is sitting right in front of [person_3].
R2: Maybe [person_3] is nearsighted . [person_3] wears glasses 

to see and read easier.
R3: If [person_3] is not here, [person_3] will have to work 

on her own, so she will be more tired.
R4: [person_3] is sitting on the chair. ✓Our

R5: Because [person_3] is trying to jump out of the chair difficultly, 
[person_3] needs support. ✓VGT

Explanatory:
Q: Why does [person_1] have to shine the shoes?
A1: Shoes keep [person_1] feet warm. ✓Our ✓VGT

A2: Maybe [person_1] is stressed and [person_1] wants to relax.
A3: Because [person_1] wants to use it to open the beer bottle.
A4: To reveal the cage.
A5: Because [person_1] has to make money.

Descriptive:
Q: Is it sunny?
A1: No, it is not.
A2: NIKE.
A3: [person_1] is set up on the wall behind [person_1].
A4: The [person_1 ] is near the wall.
A5: Yes, it is.✓Our✓VGT

Predictive:
Q: What is [person_3] going to do?
A1: [person_1] is going to kneel on the ground.✓VGT

A2: [person_1] will read the entire book.✓Our

A3: [person_1] is going to keep going.
A4: [person_1] is going to put the dice and the cup on [person_1 ].
A5: [person_1] will close the door.

R1: Maybe [person_1] loves to read.✓Our

R2: [person_1] is doing lunges.
R3: [person_1] is lying on [person_1].
R4: [person_1] put the dice into the cup and raising the cup now, 

hence, putting the dice back on the [person_1] is the next step.
R5: [person_1] is taking more oranges and holding a knife.✓VGT

Counterfactual:
Q: What will happen if it rains?
A1: [person_1] will be stop reading.✓Our

A2: The [person_1] will get wet.
A3: [person_1] may not keep playing.✓VGT

A4: Maybe [person_1] will put the objects away.
A5: Maybe [person_1] will put the painting away.

R1: [person_1] is inside the building, and [person_1] will 
get wet if it rains.

R2: Maybe [person_1] and [person_1] will get wet.
R3: [person_1] is outside the building, and [person_1] 

won't get wet if it rains.
R4: Because beehives have a top cover.
R5: [person_1] is outside the building, and [person_1] will get 

wet if it rains.✓Our✓VGT

Explanatory:
Q: Why is [person_1] sitting on the [chair_1]?
A1: [person_1] is playing with [chair_1].✓VGT

A2: Because [person_1] wants to gain momentum to somersault.
A3: It makes [chair_1] feel comfortable and relaxed.
A4: Because [person_1] is reading a book.✓Our

A5: Maybe [chair_1] is opening the Christmas gift.

Figure 3: Visualization of VGT and our comparative results on Causal-VidQA. The correct answers (A) and reasons (R) are
underlined.

0 1 2 3 4 5

object-relationship:
In the video, did they hold both the thing they
went in and the object they were watching?
answer: no
model: no

activity recognition:
What did the person do after putting the thing
they went in somewhere?
answer: sitting in a bed
model: sitting in a bed

action:
Did the person spend more time undressing
themselves than sitting in a bed?
answer: no
model: no

relationship:
Was the person undressing anything while
sitting in the thing they went above?
answer: yes
model: yes

exists:
Does someone interact with a laptop after
putting the thing they went in somewhere?
answer: no
model: yes

object:
Before putting something on a table,
were they in a shoe last?
answer: yes
model: no

query:
After taking off some shoes, which object
were they on the side of?
answer: laptop
model: bed

choose:
In the video, which was the person holding,
a shoe or some clothes?
answer: shoe
model: shoe

compare:
Did they lean on anything before or after
putting shoes somewhere?
answer: before
model: after

Reasoning Semantic Structure

Figure 4: Example of 9 different categories of AGQA-2.0 [2]. Green represents the correct questions and red represents the
wrong questions. The above video contains a person taking off his/her shoes and leaving the bed.

feature-agnostic and achieves satisfactory results with sev-
eral types of visual features such as object, appearance, and
motion features.
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